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Advocacy

Cyndi Wells

How Art Builds Leadership Skills
What do we want from your future leaders? Do we want
individuals who are good communicators? Keen observers?
Patient? Perseverant? Creative problem solvers? As art educators,
we know that our art classes naturally and intentionally teach
these dispositions and skills to our students, but I wonder if
people outside of our arts classes also realize the depth of our
work? I propose it is our job as art advocates to help make these
connections explicit for those outside of our classrooms and
schools, and one way we can do this is by sharing the voices and
insights of our students.
In past articles, I’ve written about sharing students voices
through their artist statements and the use of social media
because at its core, advocacy is sharing with others why you
believe that young people should have the opportunity to
learn in and through the arts. I became curious to see what
students would say art teaches them about taking risks and

Grade
Level
PreK

becoming leaders. Would they be baffled by the question or
would they make this connection themselves? I enlisted the help
of our dedicated team of art teachers here in Albemarle County
to help me find the answer to this question from a random
sampling of students in PK-12.

We posed two different questions to our students:
1.
2.

How has your time in art helped you take risks or try
new things?
How has your time in art helped you become a leader
outside of art?

Students’ initial responses to the question posted are below and
summarized in the Wordle (shown at right) I created on www.
Wordle.net. Seeing students’ gut reactions to these questions
provides a true insight into their thinking and the depth of our
work as art educators. I bolded words in their quotes that seem
to connect directly to the dispositions and values mentioned at
the beginning of the article:

Student Responses

6

“Painting teaches me to share. I have to share the colors and sponges with my friends.” - Anonymous

“Art helps me in math when I am drawing or picturing what the teacher says. It also helps me when I ‘m at
home and drawing I use some of the stuff I learned in art.” – Hope

“Art makes me happy. I like to paint the best!” - Anonymous
K

“Sketching is a new thing that I tried this year. I use rough lines ﬁrst, then I add to it and erase the lines I
don’t want.” - David

7

“Sometimes I feel grumpy, crabby and mad and when I come to art I feel better.” - Dresden
1

“When we drew dragons, it made me think differently about dragons, not just as something that breathes
ﬁre.” – Ella

“Art has helped me be a stronger leader by making me look closer at the world around me. I notice
smaller things, and therefore am able to help and change our space positively. Art has also helped me think
outside the box. If you mess up in art you can turn that mistake into a positive. This is also relatable to
leadership because in order to be a leader you have to learn from mistakes to make the world a better, safer
place.” – Francesca

“My time in Art has helped me to get better at trying to think and be creative in my mind. It helps me
think.” - Finnegan
3

“Because I think art is so pretty that even if you mess up it still looks good, because you can make a
mistake into something new.” – Drew

“Art has taught me to look outside the box. It has taught me to try ideas even if no one has ever attempted
it before. New ideas are not always silly. In fact, they usually aren’t. A good, memorable leader does not
just copy what others have done in the past. Leaders everywhere need the ability to solve problems
with a new solution, from teaching to military.” – Helen

“I learned in art that if I am good at something I can help other people learn how to do it too. I could do
that outside of art.” - Julianne
“I’ve been able to share how to make a 3D box with friends.” - Bazil
4

“Everyone tries different things and is good at different things. I think it’s good to know that as a leader.”
- Anonymous

5

“In art we are taught to do things on our own and not give up. I try my best by myself ﬁrst before asking
for help. That has helped me be a leader outside of art class.” – Kate
“If you get art going, you can see what’s inside your head. This will help you as a leader because you can
see what you’re doing and tell others what the plan is.”- Penelope

“Art has helped me be creative, express myself, ask questions (eg. would adding or subtracting mache help
the project). It also helps me to be quiet and get myself in check. I believe that this helps my peers because
I am a role model.” – Jonathan
“Art has taught me to pursue ideas and goals I have if I hit a challenging moment. My leadership skills
have deﬁnitely beneﬁted from this because when you’re working with people you have to be persistent and
change your approach in order to get your idea across.” – Julianne

“Art helps me to plan out other projects.” - Ava
“It [art] helps me be more creative in everything.” - Molly

2

“I learned the importance of creativity...That being different is most of the time actually better because it’s
not the same thing that everyone else is/does. This gives you more leader qualities than follower qualities.”
– Connor

8

“It has helped me think of different ways to approach a problem and how to resolve it in the most
effective and easiest way.” – Honey
“My time in art has helped me become a leader outside of art class by helping me work better with
people and to work with people by giving them a voice in the conversation.” – Diana

9

“Because I have experience in art, I can help explain something to other students in a different way than
the teacher used. This sometimes helps them see it in a different way.” – Lydia
“Being in art has made me become more patient with people, which is something a leader needs.”- Airrick

continued next page...
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“This class (ceramics) has inspired me to try new things because this class was a new thing for me. I had
never taken a hands on art class before. I have made new friends, and it has given me new ideas. It makes
me more conﬁdent and able to express my opinions.” – Victoria

Policy Update: Spring 2015
Barbara Laws

“Art has made me a better observer which allows me to be a better leader in how I analyze and solve real
life problems.” – Henry
11

The last few months have been – and continue to be exceptionally busy on the education policy front. Here
is a slice of the ever changing current context.

“I take risks by trying not to limit myself to one speciﬁc form or piece. Helping others in ceramics class
has led me to help others outside of class.” – Emily
“Art has really helped me be more detail-oriented, which helps in a leadership role, because you are able to
see the different parts of a task and know what needs to be done for each part.” – Sierra
“Art has given me more tools to take risks in other subjects and be more expressive in my writings and
group discussions.”- Leah

12

“Trying new things in class has helped me to become more open minded and able to persevere. “It has
helped me to trust my intuition.” – Sophie

Israel, Gr.11,
Churchland
HS...
Jean Stith.

Author’s Note: I would like to thank teachers at Agnor-Hurt, Brownsville, Hollymead, Meriwether, Murray, and Stony
Point Elementary Schools, Burley, Jouett, Henley, and Sutherland Middle Schools, and Albemarle, Monticello, and
Western Albemarle High Schools for contributing to this project of collecting student quotes.

Were you as inspired as I was by reading
these students’ statements?

It seems clear to me that our students are developing
leadership skills, and that aligns with one of our
NAEA’s core messages,

“The arts help students develop
essential skills for global
competitiveness in the
21st century.”
(http://www.arteducators.org/advocacy/advocacyresources-message )
As art advocates, I propose you undertake your
own PK-12 experiment to wrap up this year. Talk
to some students in your local school system and
see if their responses are similar to those we found
here in Albemarle County. Share the voices with
us at: cwells@k12albemarle.org or on twitter at @
cyndihwells

Due to weather conditions, Virginia Coalition for Fine
Arts Education had its winter meeting cancelled but
is scheduled to meet in May. The Coalition’s position
statement, Scheduling of Remediation and its Impact
on Fine Arts Instruction, is posted under the VCFAE
tab on the VAEA website. In addition, the Coalition
is developing a high school scheduling guidelines
brochure for parents, as well as sample schedules to
assist parents and school counselors in providing
opportunities for students to enroll in sequential
arts courses while fulfilling increasing graduation
requirements.
NAEA Position Statements, submitted by NAEA
groups or individuals, go through a writing and
revision process, are submitted to the Delegates
Assembly, and then go before the NAEA Board.
Statements which are approved go on the NAEA
website at the following address: (http://www.
arteducators.org/about-us/naea-platform-andposition-statements) represent the official position of
the Association, provide common language regarding
current issues which impact our field, and carry
the weight of the NAEA’s membership. Topics are
many and varied (e.g., Certified/Licensed Visual Art
Educators in Pre-K through 12 School Settings; Ethical
Sophie, Henrico Center for the Arts.
use of Copyrighted Imagery and Primary Sources;
Student Teacher: Carolyn Grant, Art Educator: Genevieve Dowdy
and Collaborations between the Art Educator and
the Teaching Artist). To ensure that the topics and
thinking about the issues remain current, each Position Statement is reviewed every 3 years. Please check them out.
VAEA also has a series of policy statements, including guidelines for elementary, middle and high school art programs.
Currently, we are reviewing old resolutions - Art instruction by teachers certified in art; A state requirement of arts for the
primary, elementary and middle school/junior high levels; and Arts unit requirement for entrance to college or university – to
determine their usefulness and, where needed, to update the language.
The Virginia General Assembly saw the passage of HB 1626: Students receiving home instruction; participation in public school
interscholastic programs, a bill with implications for arts programs as well as school sports, only to be vetoed by the Governor.
SB 823; Public schools; physical activity requirement which required 100 minutes of physical activity per week in grades K-5 was
passed by the Senate but sent back to committee where it died.
Finally, there is a lot of activity surrounding the ESEA reauthorization, the Every Child Achieves Act of 2015. As of this writing
in April, the arts are still included as “core academic subjects.” For additional information, go to http://www.arteducators.org/
news/arts-advocacy-day, for briefing papers, recommendations, and additional advocacy materials. For those of you who are
policy nerds like me, Diane Ravitch’s blog addresses a wide array of current education issues and the comments include frequent
entries by art education guru Laura Chapman who addresses broader topics through our field’s understandings.

Joshua, Gr.11, Churchland HS, Portsmouth. Art Educator: Jean Stith.
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